Faux Fashion
Accommodate the intimidating 80s trend to your style.
By Gina Navaroli
If you ever needed an excuse to channel your inner animal, now is your chance. Animal print has
been revived from the 1980s. Although thise era is associated with lurid fashion, animal print has
subsequently evolved. The bold prints are prominently worn in Prominent bold prints are
cheetah, leopard, zebra, snakeskin and crocodile and can be tailored to all styles from wild to
posh to edgy. You can even pull inspiration from the Tom Ford, Givenchy and Robert Cavalli’s
Fall/Winter 2018 collections.
Wild
Animal print is a bold statement alone. But, when the print is sported in neon, it lives up to the
inherited excitement. that’s inherited in the print. Take Tom Ford’s Fall/Winter 2018 collection,
for example. He took each print and applied different textures and colors to each print. Textures
consisted of silver, metallic leopard, furry cheetah and zebra made of sequins. Some prints were
designed in their natural hue while other looks were shown in unnatural neon colors like red,
yellow, orange, purple and magenta. As if these prints, textures and colors weren’t not wild
enough, he combined all of these elements into single garments. Take advantage of the classic
color wheel to combine opposite pigments. Color- contrasting combinations can consist of
orange and blue, yellow and purple, or red and blue. A way to contrast can be wearing a purple
leopard skirt with an orange cheetah fur coat.
Posh
Chic and animal print may sound contradictory. However, it is possible to achieve a classy look
whileby using wild prints as a neutral. Givenchy’s Fall/Winter 2018 collection had a more subtle
subtler approach to incorporating animal print into fur. The show displayed looks featuring a
zebra turtleneck, snakeskin bag and leopard coats with black leather detailing. These prints were
styled with solid, calm colors including cool- toned blue and black. Wear the print with garments
that match its neutral colors, black and brown. An easy wayn approach to pulling off the bold
print is to wear it down. This can be achieved by wearing solid colors, to allowing the print to be
the center of attention. Try it yourself by pairing cheetah print pointed- toe heels with a simple
black dress.
Edgy
Animals are rebellious and so are you. Wear your favorite print to transform into your fiercest
self. Robert Cavalli’s Fall/Winter 2018 collection incorporated cheetah, crocodile and zebra in
white, black and brown colors. Many of the looks were styled with knee- high boots. Alluring
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pieces included red leather crocodile pants, a brown leather crocodile jacket and purse, and an
ankle length cheetah coat. To pull off this edgy look, find a pair of killer heeled boots, a
snakeskin jacket and your best-fitting jeans. Incorporating bold hues colors of red, orange or
ultra violet can amplify the level of edge.
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